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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

EDWIN J. HOWLETT, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, ASSIGNOR TO 
THE UNION PAPER BAG MACHINE COMPANY, OF SAME PLACE. 

MACHINE FOR FOLDING SDES OF SATCHEL-BOTTOMED BAGS, 

SECIFICATION forming part of Tetters Patent No. 643,821, dated February 20, 1900. 
Application filed March 29, 1898, 

to all uuhon, it inctly concern. 
Beit known that I, EDWIN J. How LETT, a 

citizen of the United States of America, re 
siding in the city and county of Philadelphia, 
in the State of Pennsylvania, have invented 
a certain new and useful Improvement in 
Machines for Folding in the Sides of Satchel 
Bottomed Paper Bags, of which the following 
is a true and exact description, reference be 
ing had to the accompanying drawings, which 
form a part thereof. - 
My invention relates to the construction of 

a machine adapted not to make paper bags, 
but to fold in the sides of satchel-bottomed 
bags, so as to give them for package and ship 
ment a rectangular shape and so also that 
the bag will open out for use with greater 
freedom and more regularity than is the case 
with similar bags not folded in the same way. 
The nature of my improvements will be best 

understood as described in connection. With 
the drawings, in which they are illustrated, 
and in which 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a machine em 
bodying my invention; Fig. 2, a side eleva 
tion thereof, taken as on the section-line 1 1. 
of Fig. 2; and Fig. 3, a rear elevation of one 
of the creasing devices. 
Aindicates the frame of the machine, and A' 

A cross-bars resting on top of the portion A 
and serving to directly support the operative 
mechanism. AA, &c., indicate housings supported on 
the frame A at its corners and in which the 
shafts of the machine are journaled. 
Supported on the cross-bars A" are the base 

plates B B, over which the bags being oper 
ated upon travel and which have a space be 
tween them at the center of the machine for 
the feeding devices to move in. 
Cand Cand C° and Care shafts arranged in 

pairs in the housings A* at the front and back 
of the machine, the shaft C" being provided 
with a driving-wheelD,as shown. Asprocket 
wheel D' and a spur-wheel D, the last-men 
tioned spur-wheel meshing with a similar One 
on the shaft C and the sprocket-wheel D' 
communicating motion through a chain D to 
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a similar sprocket-wheel D on the shaft C9, 
which, through a gear-wheel D and a similar 
wheel on the shaft C, drives the last-men 
tioned shaft. w 
EE" E° E are drums or pulleys secured on 

the center of the four shafts and serving to 
support and drive the belts E and E, between 55 
which the bags move and by means of which 
they are fed along through the machine. On 
the shaft C" are creasers FF, operating in 
connection with elastic-faced rolls FF (in 
dicated in Fig. 3) and so that as the bag is 
passed between the creasers and rolls it is by 
their action creased, as indicated in the draw 
ings-that is, from points coincident with the 
corners of the bottom along lines parallel with 
the sides of the lateral edges. 
G is a cross-bar supported on the plates BB 

and, as shown, provided with slots G'. 
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HH are light straight-edged metal plates 
secured to the cross-bar G through studs H' 
and nuts H, the slots G permitting the ad 
justment of the position of the plates. In 
order to brace the plates, I have, as shown, 
provided them with threaded upright stand 
ards H. H., connected by means of a right 
and left threaded adjusting-screw H', afford 
ing a means for adjusting said plates toward 
and from each other and maintaining them 
in parallelism. It will be understood that 
the plates H. H. could be adjusted so that their 
outer edges will correspond and register with 
the creases formed by the creasers FF, the 
bag passing from the creasers below the plates 
H, with its lateral edges projecting beyond 
the outer edges of said creases. 
II indicate folding-plates adjustably se 

cured to the plates B B conveniently, as indi 
cated, by means of slotted extensions II, 
the shape of the folding-plates being such as 
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to turn the edges of the creased bag first up 
ward and then inward and downward over 
the edges of the plates FI and down upon the 
face of the bag. 
The object of the machine and the result 

of its operation are indicated in Fig. 1. J, at 
the right-hand end of the machine, indicates 
an ordinary satchel-bottomed bag being fed 
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into the machine and creased on the lines J' 
J', while at the left-hand end of the drawing 
a bag.J is represented as being delivered from 
the machine with the lateral edges folded in 
upon the face of the bag upon the lines J'J'. 
Having now described my invention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 

1. A machine for folding over the sides of 
satchel-bottomed paper bags having in com 
bination with means for feeding the bags 
through the machine, adjustable creasers as 
FF, FF for creasing the bags on the lines 
of the folds desired, plates as HH lying along 
and parallel to the line of the crease adjust 
ably secured to the frame of the machine and 
serving as straight-edges over which the folds 
are made, means for adjusting said plates to 
ward and from each other and for maintain 
ing them in parallelism, and stationary means 
for turning the outer edges of the bag over 
upon the body thereof on the lines of the 
creases as the bag is fed through the machine, substantially as specified. 

2. A machine for folding over the sides of 
satchel-bottomed paper bags having in com 
bination the belts E and E° for feeding bags 
through the machine, adjustable creasers as 
FF, EF for creasing the bags on the lines 
of the folds desired, plates as H H lying along 
and parallel to the line of the crease adjust 
ably secured to the frame of the machine and 
serving as straight-edges over which the folds 
are made, means for adjusting said plates to 
ward and from each other and for maintain 
ing them in parallelism, and stationary means 
adjustable toward and from the plates for 
turning the outer edges of the bag over upon 
the body thereof on the lines of the creases 
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as the bag is fed through the machine, sub stantially as specified. 
3. A machine for folding over the sides of 

satchel-bottomed paper bags having in com 
bination with means for feeding the bags 
through the machine, adjustable creasers as 
FF", FF for creasing the bags on the lines 
of the folds desired, plates as H H lying along 
and parallel to the line of the crease and serv 
ing as straight-edges over which the folds are 
made, said plates being adjustably secured 
to the frame of the machine at one end and 
provided with means intermediate their ends 
for adjusting them toward and from each 
other and maintaining them in parallelism, 
and the folding-plates II for turning the 
edges of the bag over the plates II. H. and 
down upon the center of the bag as the bag 
is fed through the machine. - 

4. A machine for folding over the sides of 
satchel-bottomed paper bags, having in com 
bination with means for feeding the bags 
through the machine, adjustable creasers as 
FIFF F" for creasing the bags on the lines 
of the folds desired, plates H II lying along 
and parallel to the lines of the longitudinal 
creases and serving as straight-edges over 
which the folds are made said plates being 
adjustably secured to the frame of the ma 
chine, and provided with means for adjust 
ing them toward and from each other and 
maintaining them in parallelism, and station 
ary curved plates II for turning the outer 
edges of the bag over upon the body thereof 
as the bag is fed through the machine. 

EDWIN J. OWLETT. Witnesses: 
CHAS. F. MYERs, 
D. STEWART. 
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